
PHYSIOTHERAPIST WANTED

www.goodcountryphysio.com.au

FIND OUT MORE...

You can get a physio job anywhere, so why work for us?

Our business has a great reputation and
extensive referral network built over more than
18 years.  We also work closely with sports
doctor, Dr Andrew MacDonald who consults
from our rooms in Naracoorte each month.

If you would like to find out more about this opportunity with
our team, please call Practice Owner Angela Willsmore 0438
228 049 or email your CV and a cover letter which outlines
why you would be a great asset to our team to
angela@goodcountryphysio.com.au
Applications close 25th July 2022

- flexible hours
- no weekend work
- above award salary
- unique patient presentations
- the opportunity to have clinical dinner meetings with
a visiting sports doctor and an orthopaedic surgeon
- no traffic or traffic lights PLUS 
- you get to work with an amazing, supportive bunch
of people - what more could you want!?!

At Good Country Physiotherapy, you get: 

get to know us 

 
 
 
 
.

There are no specialist clinics in rural areas so
we see a wide range of clinical presentations
and people. It is a great opportunity to expand
your skills and experience in a supportive
environment. 

If you are passionate about developing your
physiotherapy skills in a particular specialised
area of practice, then we can help with that
too, as our caseload is incredibly diverse. 

Living in the country can be quieter and more
relaxing, but it’s definitely not boring!
Experience camping, bonfires, farm work, local
wineries, local sport, and hiking (ask us about
our Limestone Coast Challenge!)

We are offering a 12 month contract to cover
study leave as one of our experienced
physiotherapists commences her Masters in
Sports Physiotherapy, with a possible
permanent position by negotiation thereafter.
Salary position, above award wages based on
skills and experience plus super – no
commission pressure. This position can be
based in Bordertown or Keith - assistance with
accommodation and relocation by negotiation. 

We value our physiotherapists and respect
their autonomy. We offer extensive access to
CPD in-house from our experienced team of
physios which includes three with masters
degrees and three currently studying their
masters. You will also have access to RDWA
funding of up to $10,000 a year for professional
development, including accommodation, flights
and transport. In addition, GCP offers a yearly
PD allowance so there are no barriers to
growing your knowledge base.

You will be part of a team that makes work
enjoyable and fulfilling. We regularly hold
social events and support new staff as they
settle into work, and also into our community. 

mailto:angela@goodcountryphysio.com.au

